It is shown that there exist two weakly sparse languages such that the catenation of them is a dense language.
Note that the adverb weakly is used because the term sparse sets has been used by many authors [2, 31 to denote the languages which have a polynomial density.
Definitisn 2.
A language L is said to be dense if for some 00.
0bviously, any finite language is weakly sparse. The language L1 = {a' I i 2 0) over the alphabet C= {a, b} is weakly sparse. The language L2= (x I x has equal number of a's and b's) over C is dense. L3 = {x I the iength of x is 2', iz 0} over Z is neither dense nor weakly sparse. (Note Chat ~5~ is dense by he following lem dense or weakly sparse. of all words in c", where k is a constant. By Lemma 1, A is weakly sparse. A more detailed description of A is the following. Let C= {al, a2, . . . , ak}, kz 2. We know that the set of all words of length n with the last symbol being al is l/k of all words in 2'. §imilarly, the set of all words of length n with the last t symbols being al is I/k' of all words in Cn. Let A = {x E C 1 the last L+logk 1x1 J symbols of x are q's}.
Then it is easy to show that for all n >O. We call the last I$ logk 1x1 J symbols of x the marked portion of X.
(2) A language B is similarly defined except that the marked portion of a word in B is at the beginning rather than at the end. Formally, B = {x E C* 1 the first L# logk Ix~J symbols of x are a+}.
(3) Let C=AB. We are going to show that C is dense. For any z E C, z=xy for some xeA and ye
The marked portions of x and y are joined together and become a subword of z. The length of this joint marked portion for a word of length n in C is at most L+loggtJ and at least L+lo or simplicity, we define a C' = {x E C* 1 x contains L+logk lxlj adjacent q's}.
It is easy to prove that Cr G C. Therefore, it suffices to prove C' is dense. Now, let us estimate the number of words in C'M?. Consider that we have n positions and each words of length II is obtained by filling a symbol from C into each of the .vl positions. Choose 112 = L&J + 1 mutually disjoint sets of positions each being a contiguous segment of +-logk n positions in length. We name them lo, 1r, . . . 9 Im . Let C1. denote the set of all words wih every position in 1i being filled with an ai. Then
Ic I By Lemma 2, C' is dense. Therefore, C is dense. q
